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August 11, 2000
July 11, 2001
July, 16, 2002

Boulder, Colorado

Scientists from NOAA’s research laboratories in Boulder and Seattle have joined me in col-
laborating for a second time to produce a series of classroom science activities on meteorol-
ogy, and atmospheric and oceanic science.  We call this second series Student Activities in
Meteorology-II or SAM-II.  As with the original SAM, our goal is to provide activities that are
interesting to students, and at the same time convenient and easy to use for teachers.

The topics that we chose are designed so that students use trend setting scientific research
and cutting edge technology to learn the processes of science - data collecting, graphing,
analyzing, predicting, etc. - as well as information, principles, and concepts of science.  In
SAM-II, we included an oceanography activity to address the global effects of the atmosphere-
ocean connection.

We believe that these activities are versatile and can be easily integrated into your current
science, environmental studies, health and safety, social studies, and math curriculum.  A grid
that shows how SAM-II conforms to the National Science Education Content Standards is
included.

Also, please notice the Website addresses included in SAM-II.  Some of the student activities
are based on information that is available as website data or information.  Students who are
familiar with the Internet might enjoy comparing the results of their procedure to that of the
researchers. Other students may find more information on the topics that appear in SAM-II.

Although each SAM-II activity can be used alone, the series is designed to supplement your
established curriculum. Three activities, “Anatomy of Clouds”, “Disappearing Ozone”, and
“Greenhouse Effect”, have two procedures. In each case, the first procedure is less difficult
and can be done independently of the second procedure.

The activity, “Forecasting Tornados”, uses a complicated looking graph called a Skew-T
diagram: yet, eighth graders, who had previous graphing experience, quickly mastered the
diagonal graphing strategy during our field test.

We have included an updated version of the “Greenhouse Effect” from the original SAM. This
newer version includes a wealth of historical data including the currently available carbon
dioxide and methane concentrations. For all of SAM-II, we tried to create activities
that are both useful and flexible enough to adapt to different teaching and classroom
styles.
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Furthermore, these activities are designed to span a wide range of grade and ability levels.
The reading level is aimed at grades 7 - 10.  All middle school and older students should be
able to complete the procedures.

The questions that follow each procedure vary in difficulty and can challenge high school
students.  By design, easier questions are at the beginning followed by more difficult questions
toward the end of the question section.  A serious attempt was made to incorporate math into
the procedures and follow-up questions.

All SAM-II activities are well-suited for small group instruction, individual student work, and
independent study.  The activities have also been updated as of July 16, 2002 with some
minor changes based on their first use in my classes. We hope that you find these activities
flexible enough to adapt to your teaching and classroom style.

We hope that these activities prove to be interesting and motivational, and provide a spring-
board to lively classroom discussions.

Sincerely,

Beverly L. Meier
Science Teacher – Boulder Valley School District

Beverly L. Meier

Letter to Colleagues in Science and Teachers
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National Science
Education Content Standards

These standards are based on the recommendation made in 1996 by the National Research
Council in their publication, National Science Education Standards. The standards included
here are those specifically targeted for middle and high school students.
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National Science Education Content Standards
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Earth and Space Science 

* Understand structure of the Earth System. 

* Understand Earth’s history. 

* Understand Earth in the solar system. 

* Understand the energy in the Earth system. 

* Understand the geochemical cycles. 

* Understand the origin and evolution of the Earth 
   System. 

* Understand the origin and evolution of the   
   Universe. 

* Develop the understanding about science and  
    technology. 

* Understand personal health. 

* Understand populations, resources, and  
    environments. 

* Understand natural hazards. 

Science and Technology 

* Understand risks and benefits. 

* Understand science and technology in society. 

* Understand personal and community health. 

* Understand natural resources. 

* Understand environmental quality. 

* Understand natural and human-induced hazards. 

Develop abilities of technological design. 

Science in Personal and Social Perspectives 
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Web Site Addresses

The web sites listed on the following four pages provide a wealth of additional
information on the subjects presented in SAM II activities 1 - 6. The levels of
additional information provided in these sites range from beginning to very
advanced, allowing students of all levels to research additional meaningful
material on the SAM II subjects.

As of Fall 2001, all the following web sites are active. However, they are subject
to change and may not all be available when students begin their work with the
SAM II activities.

If too many of these sites are no longer active, the developers and creators of
SAM and SAM II recommend using the World Wide Web search engine
“Google.”

http://www.google.com/

Enter “Google” using key words from each SAM II activity. The following table
gives a sample of key words to use in entering the “Google” search engine.

Activity 1 Clouds, Environmental Technology Laboratory, NOAA
Activity 2 GPS, Hurricane Georges, Forecast Systems Laboratory, National

Hurricane Center, NOAA
Activity 3 Ozone, Ozone Hole, NASA, Aeronomy Laboratory, NOAA
Activity 4 Tornados, Skew-T, National Severe Storms Laboratory, NOAA
Activity 5 El Niño, La Niña, Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory, NOAA
Activity 6 Greenhouse Effect, Global Warming, Climate Monitoring and

Diagnostics Laboratory, NOAA

SAM: The original SAM, published in 1993, can be found in the fol-
lowing URL

· http://www.fsl.noaa.gov/~osborn/sam/SAM_Intro.html

SAM-II: The six new activities listed as follows on this page
(under construction as of Fall 2003)

· http://www.fsl.noaa.gov/~osborn/samii/SAM_II_Intro.html

Activity 1: Anatomy Of Clouds

· http://www.etl.noaa.gov
· http://www.etl.noaa.gov/25anniv/radar/
· http://www6.etl.noaa.gov/pdj/img/wisp_06mar91.0602.jpg
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Activity 2: Forecasting Severe Weather: Forecasters Use GPS to Observe
a Hurricane (Hurricane Georges)

· http://oak.fsl.noaa.gov/gps.html
· http://gpsmet.fsl.noaa.gov/realtimeview/jsp/rti.jsp
· http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/reports/georges/georges.html
· http://www.publicaffairs.noaa.gov/stories/sir19b.html
· http://www.srh.noaa.gov/sju/georges.html
· http://gps.faa.gov/index.htm
· http://www.garmin.com/aboutGPS/
· http://www.gpsworld.com/resources/glossary.htm
· http://www.cosmic.ucar.edu/gpsmet/
· http://www.navtechgps.com/glossary.asp

Activity 3: Disappearing Ozone

· http://www.ozonelayer.noaa.gov/
· http://www.al.noaa.gov
· http://www.cmdl.noaa.gov/ozwv/ozsondes/spo/index.html
· http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/stratosphere/sbuv2to/

ozone_hole.html
· http://daac.gsfc.nasa.gov/CAMPAIGN_DOCS/ATM_CHEM/

chlorine.html
· http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2000/ast02oct_1.htm
· http://www.epa.gov/ozone/
· http://www.atm.ch.cam.ac.uk/tour/index.html
· http://www.nerc-bas.ac.uk/public/icd/jds/ozone/
· http://www.solcomhouse.com/OzoneHole.htm

Activity 4: Forecasting Tornados: Forecasters Use Temperature,
Dewpoint, and Air Pressure (Skew-T)

· http://www.fsl.noaa.gov/
· http://meteora.ucsd.edu/wx_pages/upper_air.html
· http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/goes/misc/990503.html
· http://twister.sbs.ohio-state.edu/helpdocs/skew_T_help.html
· http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html
· http://weather.unisys.com/upper_air/skew/index.html
· http://www.met.tamu.edu/personnel/students/weather/soundings/
· http://twister.sbs.ohio-state.edu/skewt.html
· http://www.rap.ucar.edu/weather/upper/

Web Site Addresses
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Activity 5: El Niño and La Niña

· http://www.elnino.noaa.gov/
· http://www.elnino.noaa.gov/lanina.html
· http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/
· http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/elnino/la-nina-story.html
· http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/elnino/nino-home.html
· http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/realtime.html
· http://www.cnn.com/SPECIALS/el.nino/strange.brew/
· http://go.hrw.com/atlas/norm_htm/spacific.htm
· http://www.usatoday.com/weather/nino/wnino0.htm

Activity 6: Greenhouse Effect - Too Much, Too Little, or Just Right?

· http://www.cmdl.noaa.gov/climate.html
· http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/glance/images/timeline.gif
· http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/globalwarming/greeneffect.html
· http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/climate/
· http://www.gcrio.org/ocp96/p30box.html
· http://www.dar.csiro.au/info/material/info98_2.htm
· http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/pubs/factsheets/fs_effect.html
· http://icp.giss.nasa.gov/research/methane/greenhouse.html
· http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/ice/greenhouse.html
· http://www.greenpeace.org/~climate/science/reports/climatefaq.html
· http://earthguide.ucsd.edu/earthguide/diagrams/greenhouse/

greenhouse.html
· http://katipo.niwa.cri.nz/ClimateFuture/Greenhouse.htm
· http://www.meto.umd.edu/~owen/CHPI/IMAGES/greeneff.html
· http://www.science.org.au/nova/016/016key.htm
· http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Forum/4821/
· http://www.enfo.ie/Library/fs/fs16.htm
· http://www.grida.no/climate/vital/03.htm
· http://www.crystalinks.com/greenhouseffect.html
· http://www.geog.ouc.bc.ca/physgeog/contents/7h.html
· http://www.whrc.org/globalwarming/warmingearth.htm
· http://www.ucar.edu/learn/1_3_1.htm

Note: Other educational activities by SAM and SAM II developer Beverly Meier -
Space Science Institute: Solarscapes

· http://www.spacescience.org/Education/
ResourcesForEducators/CurriculumMaterials/Solarscapes/
1.html
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Activity #1 - Anatomy of Clouds

Part A

1. Varies
2. Varies
3. Varies
4. Varies
5. Varies

Example: Low clouds tend to be darker gray than high clouds.

6. Thin, diffuse clouds are likely to be high, cirrus clouds that contain ice crystals;
whereas, heavier, thick clouds are likely to be lower clouds that contain water.

7. Varies - Since scientific inquiry is a goal of Science National Content Standards,
encourage students to design an investigation.

Part B

Reflectivity Radar Image

1. 10 km
2. 2 km
3. 2 and part of another
4. a. 6 - 8 km

b. 1 - 2 km
c. Approximately 2 km
d. Approximately 6 km

5. 3.5 - 4.5 km
6. * The parts of the cloud colored red move the slowest.  The faster moving parts

of the cloud appear to be “tumbling” or falling over the slower moving parts.
* Different layers of the atmosphere become mixed.  Mixing affects the growth of

water droplets or ice crystals, therefore cloud formation and weather.

Velocity Radar Image

1. Purple: 21 to 24 m/s
Red:  17 to 20 m/s

Note: negative sign indicates direction
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Answer Key

2. 90 Degrees
3. 5 – 10 m/s
4. 5 – 14 m/s
5. Buffeted by the wind; “bumpy” ride
6. 32.4 m.p.h.

Activity #2 - Forecasting Severe Weather: Forecasters Use GPS
to Observe a Hurricane

1. September 28, 1998, 06:15 AM
2. September 28, 1998, 06:15 AM
3. The amount of precipitable water increases as surface air pressure decreases.
4. Improves short term forecasts, especially for severe weather. (Knowing that

more water vapor is present, means that a storm is more likely.)
5. Low cost, improves reliability for predicting precipitation amount, high accuracy,

operates under a variety of conditions such as cloudy and windy weather, can
provide long-term climate monitoring, will help to save lives and property during
severe weather.

6. The spike represents a visible “arm” of Hurricane Georges that reaches land
before the full force of the hurricane.

7. Hurricane Georges gains power as it slowly builds up over water.  It loses power
quickly once it reaches land because there is no water to fuel it.

8. Hurricanes Georges increases in power, therefore in wind speed, as it gets its
energy from the ocean (convection) over which it travels, then loses its source of
energy as it travels over land, and therefore decreases wind speed.

Activity #3 - Disappearing Ozone

Part A

1. Oxygen molecule that contains three atoms of oxygen held together in the shape
of the letter “V”

2. Chlorofluorocarbons, chemicals that are used as coolants for refrigerators and
air conditioners, and for products such as beverage cups and insulation for
houses, help to break apart ozone molecules.

3. (- 70.2°C)
4. 13.86 mPa
5. 16 km
6. Stratosphere
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7. Humans use chemicals that rise through the troposphere into the stratosphere.
8. Based on the graph, about 15%- 20%.  However, the actual amount is closer to

10%.  Since our atmosphere extends to about 50 km, not 38 km for the data
used on this graph, there is a higher total amount of ozone in the atmosphere
than is plotted.

9. Harmful: In the troposphere, it is a component of smog, damages plants and
animals, contributes to greenhouse gases.

Helpful: In the stratosphere, it filters ultraviolet radiation that can cause cancer
and cataracts, as well as cause harm to food crops and other plants
and animals.

10. Some Examples:Using styrofoam products and automobile air conditioners,
disposing of refrigerators without removing the coolant.

Part B

1. Nitrogen, hydrogen and chlorine compounds that humans have added to our
atmosphere.  For example, chlorofluorocarbons break apart chlorine atoms.

2. Without the protection of ozone, plants and animals are harmed or die.
3. · Concentration of ozone decreased as the concentration of chlorine monox-

ide increased.
· Chlorofluorocarbons probably cause the decrease in ozone.

4. An international agreement among governments to cut and phase out production
of CFCs.

5. Some examples:
· Will CFC substitutes contribute to the ozone loss?
· How much do natural particles affect ozone destruction?
· How will the ozone “hole” affect world weather and climate?

Activity #4 - Forecasting Tornados: Forecasters Use Tempera-
ture, Dewpoint, and Air Pressure

1. Temperature: 23°C
Dewpoint: 17°C
Wet air

2. Air pressure decreases as altitude increases .
3. Normally, temperature decreases as altitude increases in the troposphere.
4. Temperature decreases as altitude increases except between 820 mb and 795

mb where the temperature increases (temperature inversion).
5. About 625 mb
6. From ground level to about 825 mb.

Answer Key

Answer Key
(continued)
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7. Decreases - Dewpoint temperature decreases and the distance between the
temperature curve and the dewpoint curve increases.

8. About 220 mb to 200 mb
9. About 0.05°C per mb

10. There is no measurable moisture.
11. Between 609 mb and 533 mb
12. Temperature increases - Temperature inversion
13. Temperature inversion causes a ceiling.  The temperature layer above the

clouds is warmer and prevents air from rising, cooling, and condensing.

Activity #5 - El Niño and La Niña

1. Between 150W and 100W (more exactly 140W)
2. 160E
3. Blowing wind piles up the warm surface water in the direction that it is blowing

toward.
4. East
5. Figure 5.3, the warmest water layer is almost level instead of being deeper in

the western Pacific.  There is more than usual warm water in the eastern Pacific
near South America.

6. Figure 5.4, the warmest water is piled up in the western Pacific toward south-
east Asia and Australia with cooler water in the eastern Pacific near South
America.

7. 140E, 150E, 160E, 170E, 180; southeast Asia and Australia; warm water is
deeper, therefore evaporation increases, then clouds form and storms increase.

8. 120W, 110W, 100W, 90W; South America; since the warm surface water has
been blown westward, cold water nutrients rise and attract fish looking for food.

9. 140E, 150E, 160E, 170E, 180; west Pacific (southeast Asia, Australia); warm
water that causes convection, and therefore, cloud formation and storms, has
moved eastward away from Asia and Australia.

10. 2001 - 2002
11. Both are part of the ENSO cycle: influenced by the ocean-atmosphere system,

recurring, cause convection, cause drought, cause storms and flooding, have
global effects.

12. The thermocline levels out during an El Niño event and becomes steep during a
La Niña event.

13. Some examples:
· How accurate are El Niño and La Niña forecasts?
· What deep ocean changes might affect El Niño and La Niña

events?
· Beside sea surface temperature changes, what other factors

might predict El Niño and La Niña Events?

Answer Key

Answer Key
(continued)
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Activity #6 - Greenhouse Effect

Part A

1. Northern Hemisphere winter
2. Southern Hemisphere winter
3. Less vegetation in the Southern Hemisphere, further from sources and sinks.
4. To avoid local contamination and to find an air average over large areas.

Part B

1. Increase
2. CH4  - CH4 increases 7.9 ppb per year, whereas CO2 increases 1.5 ppm per

year. Therefore, the rate of change for CH4 is greater in one year.
3. No. Trace gas concentration is only one component of global warming.  Need

more information over a longer period of time, for example, “Is the global aver-
age temperature actually rising compared to natural variability?”

The rate of change for CO2 is 1.5 ppm/year.
The rate of change for CH4 is 7.9 ppb/year.

Answer Key
(continued)

Answer Key
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Background

Do you have a halo above your head?  Have you seen a rainbow in the sky?
Chances are that you have not seen a halo lately...behavior notwithstanding...but
you have more likely seen a rainbow.  Both rainbows and halos are water-
related phenomenon.  Water drops create rainbows; ice crystals create halos.
Both rainbows and halos display the rainbow-like colors of the electromagnetic
spectrum: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet.

Besides providing us with an awe-inspiring array of shapes and sizes to ob-
serve, clouds play an important role in our everyday lives by helping to regulate
our weather and climate.   These bundles of densely concentrated, tiny water
droplets or ice crystals are floating factories that convert Earth’s ample supply of
surface water into its relatively scarce and highly mobile supply of precipitation.

All clouds contain water, yet water is not always falling to the ground.
Why?  There are two reasons: First, most cloud droplets are so small
that the movement of air keeps them suspended.  Second, even if the
small droplets fall, they evaporate before reaching the surface.

Problem: What ground observations of
clouds can be made?   What
radar image observations of
clouds can be made?

Materials: Colored pencil, ruler, calcula-
tor, clipboard, appropriate
dress for outdoor observa-
tions

Anatomy of Clouds
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Frequently, high level clouds are made of ice crystals, not water droplets, and
form when there is moisture at high altitudes colder than freezing.  Human
activity adds to the formation of these clouds.  As water droplets from airplane
exhaust spread across the upper atmosphere, they freeze and produce long
lines of ice crystal clouds in a narrow trail of condensation called a contrail.
Often, high clouds are not visible because lower clouds block our view of them.
Semi-transparent clouds, through which blue sky can be seen, are usually com-
posed entirely of ice crystals.

Besides helping to determine our weather, clouds influence our climate. (Cli-
mate is a description of weather conditions over time.)  Clouds can block,
reflect, or absorb energy from the Sun.  Ground-based observations as well as
balloon-launched observations do not provide enough information to understand
the role that clouds play in our atmosphere.  Therefore, researchers have devel-
oped remote sensors to improve cloud observations.  One of these new tools is
the millimeter-wave “cloud radar”, a type of Doppler radar.

The cloud radar antenna is a “dish” shape that constantly moves, or scans, in a
vertical arc from one horizon to the opposite horizon.  While it scans, the radar
sends out radio pulses and listens for the returned signal reflected from water
droplets and ice crystals.

Cloud radars transmit radio waves in pulses at wavelengths that are about 3 to
8 mm long - shorter than those used to cook food in a microwave oven.  Water
droplets in the air reflect the pulses.  Some of the radio energy returns to the
radar where it creates a picture of the cloud and how it is moving.

Unlike the more familiar radars used in weather forecasting, cloud radars allow
researchers to see details of the interior structure of clouds in ways that the eye
or optical instruments cannot observe.

Procedure
Part A

Using Table 1.1, Cloud Observations, go outside to observe the weather and fill
in the information about clouds.  Try to make your observations at the same time
each day for at least one week.  Use the information tables at the bottom of your
data table to guide your observations.  For cloud height, you may be lucky
enough to have a local geographic feature to help guide your observations.
Otherwise, use “cloud groups” to help identify height.  Note that the darker the
cloud, the more water it probably contains.  Look for patterns and relationships
among the data that you collect.

For example, you can learn about the winds aloft by watching clouds move.
Often, if there are clouds present at different heights, they may be moving in
different directions as they drift with the winds at those heights.
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Table 1.1.  Cloud Observations
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Note: Ideally, data should be collected twice daily. You are more likely to
observe trends in the space of a few hours than over a 24-hour period.
Therefore, try to arrange with classmates to share data if you cannot
make your own observations.

Questions
Part A

1. What fraction of the sky was covered most often?

2. What cloud group did you observe most often?

3. When skies were cloudy, were there high, middle or low clouds most often?

4. From what direction did clouds come most often?

5. What relationship(s) did you notice among the observations that you made?
(For example: Low clouds are usually darker gray).

6. How can you tell whether clouds might contain water droplets or ice crystals?

7. Design a weather related investigation. Use Table 1.2.
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Table 1.2.  Your Own Weather Related Investigation
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Procedure
Part B

To learn more about clouds, researchers need to take a closer look than we can
get from ground observations.  Therefore, they use a type of Doppler radar to
“see” the tiny water droplets and ice crystals that form clouds, and to better
understand how clouds form and flow.

One type of cloud that researchers study is a “breaking wave” cloud.  These
unique looking clouds form in air layers of different densities.

As each wave appears to stretch and curl over, it mixes the different layers of
air. Mixing the layers affects the growth of water droplets or ice crystals in the
cloud, and therefore, cloud formation and weather.

Figure 1.1, the following photograph, shows a breaking wave cloud. Notice that
it looks much like breaking waves on the ocean.

Sample cloud radar images of reflectivity and velocity are given in Figure 1.2.
The cloud radar image shown in Figure 1.3, Cloud Radar Worksheet is also a
breaking wave, although not the same cloud.

The reflectivity image on the top of both figures shows the moisture content of
the cloud; the velocity image on the bottom shows cloud motion as recorded by
Doppler radar.

The data for this activity were collected from the National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration (NOAA), NOAA Research, Environmental Technology
Laboratory (ETL), in Boulder, Colorado.

Figure 1.1.  A Breaking-Wave Cloud

Photo by Brooks Martner
NOAA/NOAA Research - ETL

Boulder, Colorado
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Reflectivity Radar Image

The strength or intensity of a cloud radar image depends upon the amount of
moisture in the cloud, either water or ice.  Clouds with larger, and more, water or
ice particles have a greater radar intensity; this is called reflectivity.  Research-
ers use the colors of the spectrum to indicate reflectivity.  The color red (warmer
color) indicates high reflectivity and the color blue-violet (cooler color) indicates
low reflectivity with gradations between.

Velocity Radar Image

Meteorologists, as well as astronomers and other physical scientists, use the
color blue or violet to indicate movement toward radar and the color red to
indicate movement away from radar.  The image on the bottom of the
Cloud Radar Worksheet shows the pattern of Doppler velocities that
cover a radius of approximately 8 kilometers around the radar site.

Figure 1.2.  Cloud Radar Image - Reflectivity and Velocity
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Figure 1.3.  Cloud Radar Worksheet
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Now using the Cloud
Radar Worksheet...

1. Color the scale at
the bottom of the
Cloud Radar
Worksheet accord-
ing to the color key
at the right.

2. Using your com-
pleted scale as a
key, color both the
reflectivity and the
velocity radar im-
ages.

For example, areas marked with a “G” should be colored yellow. Ignore the
concentric circles and radius lines of the radar screen. It is OK if your bound-
aries between colors blend together because that is how a real radar screen
would look.  The velocities of the clouds do not suddenly change in one spot,
but change more gradually over a distance.

3. Place an “X” on the Doppler transmitter station for both the reflectivity and
velocity radar images.

Questions
Part B
(Use Figure 1.3 to answer all the following questions)

Reflectivity Radar Image

1. What is the diameter of the outer range ring (only parts are visible) for the
radar screen in kilometers?

2. What is the diameter of the inner radar range ring in kilometers?

3. How many clouds can you identify?
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4. Use the distances written on the range
rings and a ruler to estimate the follow-
ing distances.

a. Wave length (distance from the
crest of one wave to the crest of the
next wave)

b. Wave amplitude (one half the verti-
cal distance from the trough to the
crest) of the wave in the center

c. Cloud-base (distance from the Earth’s surface to the bottom of the cloud)

d. Cloud-top height (distance from Earth’s surface to the top of the cloud)

5. What is the vertical thickness of the clouds?

6. Describe the internal motion of the cloud.

What does this tell us about our atmosphere where this cloud is located?
(Hint: Colors indicate speed for different parts of the clouds.)
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Velocity Radar Image

1. What two colors represent the fastest air velocities, and what are their
speeds in meters per second?

2. How many degrees represent the distance from the ground to the zenith?

3. At about twenty degrees above the surface on the east side of the radar
image, what is the greatest cloud speed?

4. At about thirty degrees above the surface on the west side of the radar
image, what is the lowest cloud speed?

5. If you are flying in a plane from west to east, describe how the wind would
influence the plane.

6. Change the cloud velocity from 15m/s to m.p.h.  Use the unit analysis tech-
nique set up below.
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Conclusion

Review the problem stated on the first page and write a detailed conclusion.
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Background

No electricity, houses toppled and collapsed, roads flooded and washed away.
This time it was Hurricane Georges! Even though the hurricane was long gone,
its effects lingered along the US Gulf Coast. Still worse, over 500 people died in
the Caribbean, mostly from flooding and mudslides in rural, mountainous areas.

Meteorologists, researchers, and forecasters work to improve weather fore-
casts, especially forecasts of severe weather. The goal is to save
lives, prevent property damage, and to allow life to go on as usual in
spite of the weather. But people need time to prepare for these cata-

Problem: How can GPS be used to
forecast severe weather?

Materials: Colored pencils, calculator,
ruler

Forecasting Severe
Weather - Forecasters
Use GPS to Observe a

Hurricane
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strophic events. One factor limiting timely forecasts is a lack of information
about water vapor in the atmosphere. The amount of water vapor in the atmo-
sphere varies greatly over short distances and short periods of time. For ex-
ample, some people have experienced watching rain on one side of a street
while standing in the sun on the other side of the street, or watching puffs of
clouds drift by with lots of water but no precipitation. Most of us have experi-
enced a brief rain shower, only to find the sun shining within a few minutes.

Water travels rapidly through the atmosphere. Billions of gallons of water exist in
the atmosphere. Like fuel in an engine,  water vapor provides energy in the form
of convection. In convection, water evaporates (taking up heat), expands in the
atmosphere, then cools, and condenses. When vapor condenses, it gives off
heat.  This heat is like high-octane fuel, providing the energy for thunderstorms,
tornados, and hurricanes. During a hurricane, for example, water vapor comes
from the warm ocean water below. Once the hurricane reaches land, its fuel
supply disappears and the hurricane rapidly fades away. Not only does water
vapor affect weather events, it also plays a critical role in the global climate
system. For example, water vapor is a greenhouse gas, and it influences air
pollution. Water vapor also refracts (slows-down and bends) radio waves,
including GPS signals. When this happens, the apparent distance between a
GPS satellite and a receiver on the ground is a little longer than it would be if the
air were completely dry. This means that your GPS position may be a little less
accurate when the sky is cloudy than when it is clear.

The slowing of the GPS signals created large errors when people tried to use
GPS to make very accurate measurements over long distances. Scientists
investigating the cause of these errors realized that the errors were mostly
coming from local changes in atmospheric water vapor. They developed tech-
niques to estimate and remove the errors so their measurements of things like
continental plate motions could be made much more accurately. Little did they
realize that they had invented a new weather observing system: GPS meteorol-
ogy! This promising new ground-based meteorological observing system is
inexpensive and effective. Here is how it is set up: NOAA uses already existing
GPS sites to receive measurements for the total amount of water vapor above a
GPS antenna.  Scientists call this “precipitable” water vapor.

On the same sites they installed two surface meteorological sensors, a barom-
eter and a thermometer. From this combined information, meteorologists expect
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to have significant improvements in short-term weather forecasts, especially
severe weather forecasts.

The low cost GPS system improves the reliability for predicting precipitation
amounts because of its high measurement accuracy and the ability to operate
under a variety of conditions. It has the added benefit of operating long-term for
climate monitoring. More importantly, the GPS system can accurately forecast
heavy precipitation caused by severe weather. Therefore, forecasters come a
bit closer to their goal of saving lives, preventing property damage, and allowing
life to go on as usual in spite of the weather. They have a better ability to allow
people needed time to prepare for destructive events.

Initial results from NOAA’s  demonstration GPS network have been encourag-
ing. Despite high winds, heavy precipitation, and cloud cover, water vapor
measurements were successfully measured for the first time as Hurricane
Georges came ashore between Biloxi and Gulfport, Mississippi on September
28, 1998.

Procedure

In the procedure that follows, you will use the amount of precipitable water vapor
measured in centimeters and surface air pressure measured in millibars to
follow the development of Hurricanes Georges. The data included in this activity
are actual data used by researchers at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) Forecast Systems Laboratory, in Boulder, Colorado.
Sometimes researchers find it convenient to use a calendar that simply counts
days in numerical order beginning with the first day of a new year. The Julian
Calendar version used in this activity begins with day 1 of 1998 and simply
numbers each successive day - day 1, day 2, day 3, etc. Furthermore, each day
used in these data is divided into decimal fractions.

1. Using Table 2.1, convert Julian Calendar dates to Gregorian Cal-
endar dates by filling in the columns for your calculations and
calculation-derived values for day and time, in hours and minutes,
using the following directions.
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a. Day 268 is September 25, 1998. Day 269 is September 26, etc. Fill in
the month and day for each Julian Calendar day.

b. The decimal that follows each day gives the time for that day in decimals.
To convert day 268 to hours and minutes requires two steps. Follow the
directions provided in the bulleted steps that follow.

To help you understand how to do the calculations, the results of
the first two time computations are provided.

· To convert to hours, simply multiply 24 hours times the decimal
part of the date (from Column 1 - Table 2.1). Round your result
to the nearest one hundredth.

Record your result in the “Hours Calculation” column of Table
2.1. The first two are already done for you. Check them to verify
the procedure.

(If there is no whole number, then there is no hour in
military time [00 - 23], only minutes. But in civilian time
[1 - 12AM/1 - 12PM], if there is no whole number, the
hour becomes 12 midnight [PM])

· To convert hours to minutes, simply multiply 60 minutes times
the decimal part of the hour results. Round your result to the
nearest whole number.

Record your result in the “Minutes Calculation” column of Table
2.1. The first two are already done for you. Check them to verify
the procedure.

c. Combine the “Hours” and “Minutes” columns to fill in the “Gregorian
Calendar Time.” Remember to label “AM” and “PM.”

d. Fill-in the Gregorian days and times on the x-axis of Figure 2.1. The first
day and first two times are already done for you.

2. Using Table 2.1, round off each precipitable water vapor reading to the
nearest tenth.  Record your results in the appropriate column of Table 2.1.
Then, using Figure 2.1, plot the points corresponding to the precipitable
water vapor for each time provided.

3. Using Table 2.1, round off surface air pressure to the nearest whole number.
Record your results in the appropriate column of Table 2.1. Then, using
Figure 2.1, plot the points corresponding to the surface air pressure for each
time provided.

4. Write a title for your graph on the line provided in Figure 2.1.

         Note:

Note:
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Table 2.1.  Julian/Gregorian Day and Time, Precipitable
Water Vapor, and Surface Pressure Data for Hurricane Georges
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Figure 2.1.  Precipitable Water Vapor and Surface Pressure
vs. Gregorian Day/Time for Hurricane Georges
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Figure 2.2.  Track of Hurricane Georges - 9/25/98 to 9/29/98 -
Letters Correspond to the Location of the Images in

Figures 2.3A through 2.3F

Figure 2.3A.  GOES-8 Satellite Water Vapor Image of
Hurricane Georges - Letter Corresponds to the

Points on Figure 2.2
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Figures 2.3B, C, and D.  GOES-8 Satellite Water Vapor Image of
Hurricane Georges - Letter Corresponds to the Points on Figure 2.2
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Figures 2.3E and F.  GOES-8 Satellite Water Vapor Image of
Hurricane Georges - Letter Corresponds to the Points on Figure 2.2
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Questions

1. According to the Gregorian Calendar, on what day and at what time did the
highest amount of precipitable water occur?

2. According to the Gregorian Calendar, on what day and at what time did the
lowest surface air pressure occur?

3. What is the relationship between the amount of precipitable water and sur-
face air pressure over time?

4. Why is information about the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere
important to forecasters?

5. What are the advantages of the GPS system?
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6. Using your graph for precipitable water vapor and Figure 2.3B of Hurricane
Georges, explain why there is a slight jump (spike) in the amount of precipi-
table water vapor on the graph just before the peak for the amount of precipi-
table water vapor from the full force of the hurricane.

7. Why does the graph for precipitable water slope steeply on one side and not
the other?

8. Using Figure 2.2, the diagram for the track of Hurricane Georges, explain the
changes in wind speed.
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Conclusion

Review the problem stated on the first page and write a detailed conclusion.
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Background

If you are reading this information, you must be breathing. And if you are breath-
ing, you just inhaled ozone! Ozone is an atmospheric gas that is all around us.
What is ozone? What does it do in our atmosphere?

Ozone is an oxygen molecule that contains three atoms of oxygen (O3) that are
held together in the shape of the letter “V”. Although ozone is all around us in the
air, it is rare. In every million molecules of air, fewer than ten of the molecules are
ozone.

Nitrogen and oxygen make up most of the molecules of air that we breathe.
Unlike ozone however, the form of oxygen that we are most familiar with con-
tains only two atoms of oxygen (O2). Our bodies inhale O2, and fire burns only in
O2. But what does ozone do in our atmosphere?

Close to Earth’s surface, in the layer of our atmosphere called the troposphere,
ozone plays a destructive role. Not only is ozone one of the components of
unsightly smog that hovers above many cities around the world, but it readily
reacts with other molecules.

In high concentrations, it can cause severe damage to plants and animals. Also,
ozone can contribute to greenhouse warming. Ozone in our troposphere causes
enough harm so that governments are attempting to decrease its levels.

In contrast, ozone in our stratosphere, the layer of our atmosphere above the
troposphere, plays quite a different role. Although smog ozone and stratospheric
ozone are the same molecule, in the stratosphere ozone actually
protects plants and animals by absorbing harmful ultraviolet radiation
from the sun.

Problem: How is ozone distributed in
our atmosphere?

What is the relationship
between ozone and CFCs
in our atmosphere?

Materials: Colored pencils

Disappearing Ozone
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This thin layer of ozone is a natural part of the Earth’s stratosphere that acts like
the lenses in sunglasses to filter harmful rays before they reach the Earth’s
surface. Unfortunately, this protective ozone is being threatened by some of the
chemical pollutants that humans have been releasing into the atmosphere.

In the early1970’s, researchers discovered that nitrogen, hydrogen, and chlorine
compounds, which humans have added to our atmosphere, destroy ozone in the
stratosphere faster than nature replaces it.

One group of these compounds, called Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), contains
chlorine and is used as a coolant for refrigerators and air conditioners, as well
as for products such as beverage cups and insulation for houses. Chlorofluoro-
carbons help to break apart ozone molecules.

Refer to Figure 3.1 on the opposite page for a step-by-step description of the
ozone destruction process in the atmosphere.

As shown in Figure 3.1, researchers calculate that each chlorine atom can
destroy many thousands of ozone molecules. This decrease in ozone levels
allows more ultraviolet light to reach the Earth’s surface, which causes an in-
creased risk of skin cancer and cataracts in humans. In addition, the increased
ultraviolet light at the surface causes harm to food crops and other plants and
animals.

Researchers now know that each Southern Hemispheric winter there is an
pronounced decrease in ozone concentrations, sort of an ozone “hole,” that
grows large over Antarctica and now extends up to the southern tip of South
America. This is shown in the graphic on the right-hand side of Page 1 of this
activity. The ozone levels then return to near normal as the Southern Hemi-
spheric summer approaches.

The same process happens to a lesser degree during winter in the Northern
Hemisphere. This phenomenon, which appeared in the late 1970s, coincides
with the human use of chlorine compounds.

Governments have responded to this threat of disappearing ozone. In Septem-
ber 1987, representatives from around the world met in Montreal to forge an
unprecedented agreement called the Montreal Protocol. Countries agreed to
keep their production of CFCs at 1986 levels, then cut production and CFC use
in half over the next ten years.

Since then, countries have agreed to phase out ozone-destroying compounds
except for essential uses. Furthermore, industries have been successful in
finding many ozone-friendly substitutes for CFCs.

This worldwide accord represents a major breakthrough for international rela-
tions. For the first time, nations around the world have joined together to protect
the Earth for future generations.
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Procedure
Part A

The data for this activity were collected at NOAA’s Climate Monitoring and
Diagnostics Laboratory, Boulder, Colorado.

The troposphere is the layer of our atmosphere closest to the Earth’s surface. It
is the layer that sustains life.

Above the troposphere rests the stratosphere. As you travel upward in the
atmosphere from the Earth’s surface - through the troposphere - then the strato-
sphere - temperature changes.

To identify these two atmospheric layers, complete the following instructions.

1. Using Table 3.1 and the bottom (right) x-axis in Figure 3.2, plot the points
corresponding to temperature and altitude. Use a colored pencil to connect
the points.

Table 3.1.  Altitude, Temperature, and Ozone Concentration Data
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2. The layers of the atmosphere are defined by increasing or decreasing tem-
perature. As you go up in altitude from the Earth’s surface, find the point
where the temperature stops decreasing.

Draw a horizontal line across the graph at that point. Label the area below
the line the “Troposphere” - label the area above the line the “Stratosphere.”

Like temperature, the amount of ozone changes with increasing altitude.
Recall that ozone plays two important but different roles in our lives. Ozone
near the surface is a pollutant; whereas, ozone in the Earth’s stratosphere
protects the Earth from harmful UV rays.

Therefore, researchers want to know where the different concentrations of
ozone are located. They use helium-filled balloons to carry equipment that
measures the amount of ozone from the Earth’s surface upward through the
troposphere into the stratosphere.

3. Using Table 3.1 and the top (left) x-axis in Figure 3.2, plot the points corre-
sponding to the ozone concentration and altitude. Use a different colored
pencil to connect the points.

4. Write a title for your graph plotted in Figure 3.2.

Questions
Part A

1. What is ozone?

2. What are CFCs?

3. What is the lowest temperature in °C of the troposphere?
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4. What is the highest concentration of ozone in mPa?

5. According to your graph in Figure 3.3, at what altitude in kilometers does the
troposphere end?

6. Name the layer of our atmosphere where the highest concentration of ozone
exists.

7. How do CFCs get into the atmosphere?

8. Estimate the percent of total ozone on your graph in Figure 3.2 that is located
in the troposphere. (Hint: Shade the area between the ozone concentration
part of the graph and the y-axis to help visualize the amount of ozone.)

9. Explain how ozone can be both harmful and helpful.
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10.List three ways that you, your family, your school and your community might
have an effect on the ozone layer.

Procedure
Part B

The data for this part of the activity comes from NOAA’s Aeronomy Laboratory in
Boulder, Colorado.

What causes ozone to disappear every winter above Antarctica? To test for the
suspected culprit, chlorine compounds, researchers first used ground-based
instruments and balloons. Their suspicions were confirmed.

Then, researchers sent airplanes into the cold Antarctic sky to gather conclusive
data about ozone disappearing over the icy continent. Again, their suspicions
were confirmed...The ozone was, in fact, disappearing.

By plotting the following information, you will see the relationship between the
amount of chlorine compounds and the amount of ozone over the Antarctic

1.

2.

3.
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continent. Researchers use information like this to analyze changes in the ozone
hole and to investigate possible causes.

Each of the data points listed in Table 3.2 represents an observation for the
amounts of ozone and chlorine monoxide, each measured in parts per trillion, at
a particular latitude, as observed from a research aircraft flying at high altitude
over the Antarctic continent.

The aircraft that measured the ozone and chlorine monoxide flew south at high
altitude from Punta Arenas (53°S), on the southern tip of Chile, to the edge of
Antarctica (72°S). Refer to Figure 3.3 for a diagram.

Table 3.2.  Latitude, Ozone Concentation,
and Chlorine Monoxide Concentration Data
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Figure 3.3.  High Altitude Flights Measuring Ozone

1. Using the data provided in Table 3.2 and the left-hand side of the y-axis
(bottom) in Figure 3.4, plot the points corresponding to the ozone concentra-
tion and latitude.

Use a colored pencil to connect the points.

2. Using the data provided in Table 3.2 and the right-hand side of the y-axis
(top) in Figure 3.4, plot the points corresponding to the chlorine monoxide
concentration and latitude.

Use a colored pencil to connect the points.

3. Print a title at the top of your graph in Figure 3.4.
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Questions
Part B

1. What is causing ozone to disappear? Give examples.

2. Why is disappearing ozone a problem?

3. As the aircraft flew from Chile to Antarctica, shown in Figure 3.3, what hap-
pened to the ozone and chlorine monoxide concentrations? What does this
show about the relation between ozone and chlorine above Antarctica?
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4. Describe the Montreal Protocol.

5. Many pieces of the ozone puzzle remain missing. What are some questions
that might be answered through scientific investigation?
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Conclusion

Review the problem(s) stated on the first page and write a detailed conclusion
here.
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Background

“Early Tornado Warnings Saved Lives on the Plains” exclaimed the headline for
the NOAA Report.  On May 3, 1999, sixty-six tornados ripped through Oklahoma
killing 48 people.  Researchers believe that the death toll could have been much
worse.  One man avoided being hit with an airborne rental truck by just seconds
as he and co-workers took refuge from flying debris under tables in the kitchen
of a restaurant.  Two children and their parents emerged unhurt from a bedroom
closet to find their house demolished around them. Based on the amount of
damage and a long historical record, researchers estimate that over 700 lives
could have been lost.

Yet, despite widespread destruction, early warnings issued by the Storm Predic-
tion Center and the Weather Service Forecast Office in Norman, Oklahoma
saved hundreds of lives. The severe weather that was forecasted earlier in the
day had put almost everyone on alert.

To issue severe weather outlooks, such as those used in Oklahoma, forecasters
use a variety of tools and techniques.  In this case, one of the early indications of
unstable atmospheric conditions came from a “sounding”.  Also known as a
Skew-T Diagram, this complicated looking graph provides information gathered
from meteorological instruments that are carried by helium-filled balloons high
into the atmosphere.  The neoprene rubber balloon and its package is called a
radiosonde.  Over 1000 stations around the world launch radiosondes twice
daily.  Observations of temperature, dewpoint, and winds at various air pres-
sures are sent back to the launch station by radio.  This information is transmit-
ted to the surface, decoded and transformed into a Skew-T Diagram.

The Skew-T Diagram gives a “snapshot” picture of temperature,
dewpoint, air pressure, and winds in the atmosphere above a particu-
lar point on the Earth’s surface to a maximum of about 16 kilometers

Problem: What is a Skew-T Diagram?

How can tornados be forecast
using a Skew-T Diagram?

Materials: Colored pencils, ruler

Forecasting Tornados:
Forecasters Use

Temperature, Dewpoint,
and Air Pressure
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above sea level.  It is a basic tool used in forecasting not only severe storms, but
also daily weather.

On the Skew-T Diagram, the “skewed” horizontal axis slants upward to the right
hand side of the diagram at a 45° angle, and is the temperature in Celsius
degrees; the vertical axis is atmospheric pressure in millibars. Atmospheric
pressure decreases with altitude.

Figure 4.1 gives you basic information on temperature and pressure for
comparison with the values you see in this activity.

Figure 4.2 is a sample
Skew-T Diagram. It is an
example of a Skew-T
Diagram that weather
forecasters use.  Although
it may look complicated, it
is easy to figure out.  You
will understand it better
after you follow the steps
in the “Procedure” section
of this activity.

The bold solid line on the
right is atmospheric
temperature measured in
°C.  It is plotted using the
“skewed” lines on the
diagram.  These diagonal
lines are drawn so that a
temperature that cools at
a normal rate with increasing elevation will have a bold solid line that is almost
vertical.  You will plot a similar curve on the template provided in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.1.  Basic Temperature and Pressure Information

Figure 4.2.  Sample Skew-T Diagram

Note:
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The bold dashed line on the left is the dew point temperature, a measure that
indicates humidity.  Where the dew point line is far from the atmospheric tem-
perature line, the air is dry; where the dew point line is close to the temperature
line, the air is moist.  You will plot a similar curve on the template provided in
Figure 4.3.

Do not use this Skew-T Diagram (Figure 4.2) for your procedure.

Although Figure 4.2 is not the Skew-T Diagram that was used to help forecast
the May 3, 1999 tornados, it is one example of a Skew-T Diagram that weather
forecasters use.  Notice the solid-line temperature curve and the dashed-line
dewpoint curve.  Since the dewpoint line is close to the temperature line near
the surface, the air is moist and precipitation is likely.

On the afternoon of May 3, 1999, forecasters in Oklahoma noticed an abrupt
change in atmospheric conditions based on the Skew-T Diagram.  Just prior to
the devastating tornado invasion, the Skew-T Diagram showed lots of moisture
in the lower atmosphere; however, a temperature inversion provided a barrier to
developing thunderstorms.

Suddenly, within one hour, the Skew-T Diagram revealed that the temperature
inversion had disappeared.  The sky opened to rapid supercell convection as
moisture laden warm air swiftly ascended into the atmosphere because of its
lower density.  At the same time, the Skew-T showed a dramatic shift in wind
direction, from southeast at ground level to northwest in the upper atmosphere,
fueling a fierce spinning motion.  Moisture condensed and tornados were born.
Forecasters put everyone on alert.

In the past, when meteorologists collected data provided by the radiosondes,
they plotted it on charts by hand.  Today they use computer software to quickly
plot and display this information.  Weather forecasters have Skew-T soundings
readily available.

Procedure

The Forecast Systems Laboratory in Boulder, Colorado provided the data for
this activity.

To help you get started, the first five temperature and dewpoint data
points from Table 4.1 are already plotted on the bottom of Figure 4.3.
Practice plotting these data points, using Steps 1 and 2 that follow,
before going on to the rest of the activity.

1. Using Table 4.1, plot temperature and pressure (in mb) on the Skew-T Dia-
gram in Figure 4.3 that follows this procedure.  With black pencil,
make a bold, solid curve that stands out.

Note:

Note:
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2. Using Table 4.1,
plot dewpoint
temperature and
pressure (in mb)
on the Skew-T
Diagram in
Figure 4.3 that
follows this
procedure. With
black pencil,
make a bold,
dashed curve
that stands out.

3. Notice the solid
lines that curve
upward from the
temperature
number labeled
on the horizontal
axis.  These
lines are called
“dry adiabats”
and represent
how the tem-
perature of dry
air would cool if
it were lifted or
how it would warm if it were pushed down.  Outline the dry adiabats in red.

4. Notice the dashed lines that curve upward from the temperature number
labeled on the horizontal axis.  These lines are called “wet adiabats” and
represent how the temperature of saturated (wet) air would cool if it were
lifted. Outline the wet adiabats in green.

Temperature cannot warm by moving down a wet adiabat because
the air would immediately dry to less than saturated conditions.

Questions

The information that you plotted comes from one of the Skew-T Diagrams that
forecasters used to help predict the outburst of tornados on Monday, May 3,
1999, 18:00 UTC (Coordinated Universal Time).  Now that you have plotted
temperature and dewpoint, you will interpret your graph, much as a forecaster
would use the Skew-T Diagram.

Use the information in Figure 4.4 to help you with your interpretation.

Table 4.1.  Pressure, Temperature, and Dewpoint
Data for Skew-T Diagram

Note:
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Figure 4.3.  Skew-T Diagram Template
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1. What is the air temperature and dewpoint at the surface (lowest level)?

Is the air dry or wet?

2. What happens to the amount of air pressure as altitude increases?

3. What normally happens to temperature in the troposphere (lowest layer of our
atmosphere that supports life) as altitude increases?

Figure 4.4.  Analyzing Your Skew-T Diagram
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4. In this case, what happens to temperature in the troposphere as altitude
increases?

5. At what pressure (mb) is the freezing level (0° C)?

6. At what pressure (mb) might there be clouds? (Hint: Give a range.)

7. What happens to the amount of moisture in the atmosphere above 850 mb?

How can you tell?

8. The transition between the troposphere and stratosphere is called the tropo-
pause. If temperature increases in the stratosphere as altitude increases, at
what pressure (mb) does the tropopause occur? (Hint: Give a range.)
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9. What is the environmental lapse rate between 900 and 800 mb?
(Hint: Lapse Rate = Temperature Change/Altitude Change)

10. Why is there no dew point temperature data above 300 mb?

11. Between which two air pressure points would the atmosphere be neutral
(neither stable or unstable)?

12. What happens to the temperature between 820 mb and 795 mb?

What is this weather phenomenon called?

13. Why does an anvil shape (flat top) form at the top of cumulus clouds?
(Hint: temperature)
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Conclusion

Review the problem stated on the first page and write a detailed conclusion.
Include a diagram as part of your explanation.
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Background

The children of the tropics, El Niño and La Niña sometimes cause chaos even
when they are behaving as they should.  El Niño is a term used to describe a
change in the ocean-atmosphere system of the tropical Pacific Ocean that
affects weather around the globe!

Originally named by fishermen along the coasts of Ecuador and Peru, the Span-
ish term El Niño for “the Christ Child,” refers to the warm ocean current that
usually appears around Christmas-time and lasts for several months.  In the past
30 years, scientists have found that the appearance of this warm current is
related to an
unusual warming
of the whole tropi-
cal Pacific Ocean.
Now, this basin
wide warming is
also referred to as
El Niño. Refer to
Figure 5.1.

In contrast, La
Niña means “the
Little Girl” in Span-
ish and refers to
the unusually cold
ocean tempera-
tures in the Pacific
near the equator.
Normal conditions vary in-between these two extremes.

Figure 5.1.  Tropical Pacific Ocean Basin

Problem: What is the relationship
between sea temperature,
wind direction, and
convection along the
equatorial Pacific during
an El Nino event and a
La Nina event?

Materials: Colored pencils

~
~

El Nino and La Nina~ ~
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Under normal ocean-atmosphere conditions, winds in the Pacific blow from east
to west across the tropical Pacific Ocean.  These winds cause the water in the
west Pacific to pile up so that the water surface at Indonesia is about ½ meter
higher than at Ecuador!  At the same time, the sea surface temperature is about
8 °C warmer in the west because it is the warm surface water, heated by the
sun, that has been blown from east to west.  As the warm surface water moves
westward, cool water emerges from below to take its place.

Warm ocean water has a significant impact on the atmosphere above it.  Over
very warm ocean water, evaporation increases, surface winds converge, clouds
form, thunderstorm activity increases, and heavy rain can occur.  It’s like turning
up the stove and bringing a pot of water to a slow, simmering boil - warm water
rises and the bubbles burst forth.  The water that rises in the pot is replaced by
warm water flowing in from all sides.  This process of transferring heat is called
convection.  In the atmosphere, thunderstorms form instead of bubbles.

Convection is a key element in the ocean-atmosphere system because it forms
the link between winds and sea surface temperature. In general, convection
occurs over the warmest water and winds blow into the region from all direc-
tions.

El Niño

During El Niño conditions, large-scale winds that normally blow from east to
west across the Pacific Ocean slacken, and sometimes even reverse direction.
When this happens, the warm water in the western Pacific sloshes back across
the Pacific toward South America.  The convection process shifts with the warm
water so the clouds and storms move to the central Pacific.

In addition to causing a change in the atmosphere, this surge of warm water to
the east prevents the deep cold water nutrients from rising in the ocean because
there is a deeper layer of warm water on the surface. The result is less food for
the tiny phytoplankton that feed on the rising nutrients and less food for all the
creatures at higher levels of the marine (sea) food web.

What are the effects of El Niño?  Whether you interpret the effects of El Niño as
good or bad depends largely upon where you live. For example, the 1997 El
Niño included record flooding in Chile, an extensive drought in Indonesia, heavy
rains over the southern part of the U.S. including record rains in California and
Florida, and an unusually mild winter in the U.S. Midwest.  In Peru, the plentiful
fish supply dwindled, but increased in Chile as some sea creatures moved
south into colder water.

La Niña

During La Niña, ocean-atmosphere conditions evident during El Niño reverse.
The eastern Pacific is cooler than usual and the cool water extends farther
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westward than usual.  A La Niña often follows directly after an El Niño event.
Together El Niño and La Niña are known as the El Niño–Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) cycle with El Niño being the warm phase and La Niña being the cold
phase of the ENSO cycle.

Generally, the global climate effects of La Niña tend to be opposite those of El
Niño. At higher latitudes, the impact of both El Niño and La Niña can be most
clearly seen during the winter.  In the continental U.S., temperatures in the winter
are warmer than normal in the southeast, and cooler than normal in the north-
west. In Peru, the fish supply becomes plentiful.

Peru is one country already successfully using El Niño and La Niña predictions
for agricultural planning.  Because they suffer a disproportionate share of the
consequences from the weather extremes caused by El Niño, tropical countries
have the most to gain from successful predictions. However, countries outside
the tropics, such as Japan and the U.S. also will  benefit from planning in areas
such as agriculture, water resources, fisheries, and reserves of grain and fuel;
and, therefore, can better prepare for emergencies such as droughts, floods,
and other extreme weather.

Procedure

The data for this activity were collected from the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean
Project (TAO) array of approximately 70 moored TAO and TRITON buoys in the
equatorial Pacific that monitor changes in Pacific Ocean tempera-
tures, currents, and surface weather conditions. The small squares
in Figure 5.2 show where the buoys are located.
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TAO buoys are located in the eastern and central Pacific, while Japanese
TRITON buoys are located in the western Pacific.

To better understand ocean temperature patterns and then changes, research-
ers use a map consisting of isotherms.  An isotherm is a line connecting loca-
tions that have equal temperatures.  Making an isotherm map is like doing a
“dot to dot” puzzle except that isotherm lines should not intersect.

The following procedure will help you to make a map that shows how tempera-
ture changes with ocean depth in the tropical Pacific near the equator.

1. On Figure 5.3, find and draw the isotherm where the ocean temperature
equals 26° C.  Use the steps as follows:

a. Find pairs of numbers in each column for which one number is greater
and one number is less than 26.  For example, in the column near 147°E
longitude, the temperature is 27.3°C at 50 m depth and 25.1°C at 75 m.
Therefore, the 26°C isotherm is between 50 m and 75 m.   The isotherm
is slightly closer to 75 m since 26 is closer to 25.1 than to 27.3.

b. To help you get started, the 26° C
isotherm has been drawn on Figure
5.3 between 140°E and 180°.
Continue it across the Pacific
Ocean to 95°W.

c. Repeat the process for the 23°C,
20°C, 17°C, 14°C, 11°C, and 9°C.

2. Using colored pencils and the key
provided, color the spaces between the
isotherms.

3. Repeat the same procedure using Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.2.  TAO/TRITON Buoy Array
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Figure 5.3.  Ocean Thermal Structure Map - December 1997
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Figure 5.4.  Ocean Thermal Structure Map - December 1998
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Questions

1. On Figure 5.3, at what longitude(s) is the warm water (> 26°C) the deepest?

2. On Figure 5.4, at what longitude(s) is the warm water (> 26°C) the deepest?

3. Explain how you might tell what direction the wind is coming from based on
the warmest sea surface temperatures.

4. On Figure 5.4, from which direction must the wind be blowing?

5. Which figure (Figure 5.3 or Figure 5.4) shows an El Niño event? How can
you tell?

6. Which figure (Figure 5.3 or Figure 5.4) shows an La Niña event? How can
you tell?
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7. On Figure 5.3, at what longitude(s) and near what continent(s) would you
expect convection, and therefore, severe storms?

Explain.

8. On Figure 5.4, at what longitude(s) and near what continent(s) would you
expect good fishing?

Explain.

9. On Figure 5.3, at what longitude(s) and over what part of the Pacific Ocean
(north, south, east, or west) would you expect drought?

Explain.
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10. The last El Niño occurred in 1997 - 1998. If El Niño was a periodic phenom-
enon with a period of four years, when would the next El Niño occur?

11. Explain the similarities between the El Niño and the La Niña phenomenon.

12. A thermocline is a layer of water across which temperature changes rapidly
with height. Explain how the slope of the thermocline changes between El
Niño and La Niña conditions. (Hint: Look at areas where isotherms are close
together.)

13. Many pieces of the El Niño - La Niña puzzle remain missing. What are some
questions that might be answered through scientific investigation?
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Conclusion

Review the problem stated on the first page and write a detailed conclusion.
Include a diagram as part of your explanation.
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Supplimental Information

Besides the subsurface ocean temperatures, currents, and surface weather
conditions, the TAO/TRITON Buoy Array also provides sea surface temperature
(SST) data. This is another important scientific data parameter used to help
analyze and understand the El Niño and La Niña phenomena. Figure 5.5 and
Figure 5.6 show maps of SST monthly averages and monthly anomalies, plus
average winds and wind anomalies, from 10°N to 10°S, across the entire tropi-
cal Pacific basin. Figure 5.5 is from the mature phase of an El Niño event, while
Figure 5.6 is from the mature phase of a La Niña event.

Figure 5.5.  Sea Surface Temperature and Winds -
January 1998 - El Niño Event

Figure 5.6.  Sea Surface Temperature and Winds -
November 1998 - La Niña Event
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As an extra question you can think about and answer...

1. What are the differences in the structure of the sea surface temperature for
the tropical Pacific Ocean basin between an El Niño event and a La Niña
event?

For extra research...

1. What causes these differences?
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Background

Venus and Earth are about the same size and so close that they are frequently
called the “twin planets” of our solar system. Yet, Venus is so hot that lead will
melt on its surface! A runaway greenhouse effect makes Venus this hot. The
greenhouse effect occurs when the atmosphere of a planet acts much like the
glass in a greenhouse. Like the greenhouse glass, the atmosphere allows
visible solar energy to pass through, but it also prevents some energy from
radiating back out into space.

The greenhouse effect insures that the surface of a planet is much warmer than
interplanetary space because the atmosphere traps heat in the same way a
greenhouse traps heat. Certain gases, called greenhouse gases, tend to reflect
radiant energy from the Earth back to the Earth’s surface, improving the
atmosphere’s ability to trap heat. All greenhouse gases are trace gases existing
in small amounts in our atmosphere. Greenhouse gases include carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide, some chlorofluorocarbons, and water vapor.

We know that the greenhouse effect is necessary for survival. Without it, the
Earth would be so cold that life as we know it couldn’t exist. However, scientists
still have questions that must be answered. What kinds and amounts of green-
house gases are necessary for survival? Are the amounts of greenhouse gases
increasing, decreasing, or remaining the same? To answer these questions,
scientists monitor the amounts of greenhouse gases in the Earth’s atmosphere.

The atmospheric gas most responsible for the warming effect on both Venus
and Earth is carbon dioxide (CO2). On both planets, a primary source of CO2 is
volcanic eruptions. The difference between these two planets is that on Venus,
97% of the atmosphere is CO2, whereas on Earth, muc h less than
one percent of the atmosphere is CO2. Why is there so much less
CO2 on Earth? The carbon cycle holds the answer.

Problem: What is the seasonal varia-
tion in the amount of atmo-
spheric carbon dioxide at two
different locations on Earth’s
surface? What is the annual
increase in the amount of
global atmospheric carbon
dioxide and methane?

Materials: Ruler and Colored pencils

Greenhouse Effect
Too Much, Too Little, or Just Right?
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In the natural cycle of carbon, plants take in CO2 and give off oxygen (O2),
whereas animals take in O2 and emit CO2. Further, CO2 dissolved in seawater
is used by plants during photosynthesis and by other seawater organisms, such
as clams and coral, to produce calcium carbonate (CaCO3) shells. These
processes help control the amount of CO2 in our atmosphere.

Human beings complicate the natural carbon cycle because they increase the
amount of CO2 in Earth’s atmosphere by burning fossil fuels. Driving automo-
biles, heating buildings, and producing consumer goods all add to the concen-
tration of CO2 in Earth’s atmosphere.

Methane (CH4) is another greenhouse gas. It is produced in swamps, bogs, and
rice paddies, as well as in the intestinal tracts of most animals, including cattle,
sheep, and humans. Coal, oil, and gas exploration also contribute to the accu-
mulation of CH4 in the atmosphere. However, CH4 concentrations are much less
than CO2 concentrations.

Nitrous oxide (N2O), or “laughing gas,” is another greenhouse gas accumulating
in the atmosphere, although not as fast as CH4. Fertilizer decomposition, indus-
trial processes that use nitric acid, and small amounts from automobile emis-
sions all contribute to increasing atmospheric N2O.

In the procedures (Parts A and B) for this activity, you will plot curves for the CO2
(ppm) and CH4 (ppb) concentrations found in the atmosphere over an extended
period of time. In much the same way a scientist would monitor concentrations
of gases in the atmosphere, you will look for changes and trends, as well as
maximum and minimum concentrations during that same extended time period.
The 20-plus year data record in Tables 6.1a, 6.1b, 6.1c, 6.1d, and 6.2 of this
activity was provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) - Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory (CMDL), Boulder,
Colorado.

Procedure
Part A

1. Using the data from Tables 6.1a and 6.1b, plot the points corresponding to
the monthly mean CO2 concentration at Point Barrow, Alaska on the graphs
that follow. Use a colored pencil to connect the points.

2. Using the data from Tables 6.1c and 6.1d, plot the points corresponding to
the monthly mean CO2 concentration at South Pole Station, Antarctica on the
graphs that follow. Use a different colored pencil to connect the points.

3. Print a title at the top of your graphs.

4. Place a color-coded legend on your graphs in the space provided.
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Point Barrow, Alaska - I

Point Barrow, Alaska - II

Table 6.1b.  Point Barrow, Alaska Monthly
Carbon Dioxide Data

Table 6.1a.  Point Barrow, Alaska Monthly
Carbon Dioxide Data
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South Pole, Antarctica - I

Table 6.1c.  South Pole, Antarctica Monthly
Carbon Dioxide Data

South Pole, Antarctica - II

Table 6.1d.  South Pole, Antarctica Monthly
Carbon Dioxide Data
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Point Barrow, Alaska and South Pole, Antarctica
Monthly Carbon Dioxide Concentrations : 1971 - 1974
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Point Barrow, Alaska and South Pole, Antarctica
Monthly Carbon Dioxide Concentrations : 1975 - 1978
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Point Barrow, Alaska and South Pole, Antarctica
Monthly Carbon Dioxide Concentrations : 1979 - 1982
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Point Barrow, Alaska and South Pole, Antarctica
Monthly Carbon Dioxide Concentrations : 1983 - 1986
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Point Barrow, Alaska and South Pole, Antarctica
Monthly Carbon Dioxide Concentrations : 1987 - 1990
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Point Barrow, Alaska and South Pole, Antarctica
Monthly Carbon Dioxide Concentrations : 1991 - 1994
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Point Barrow, Alaska and South Pole, Antarctica
Monthly Carbon Dioxide Concentrations : 1995 - 1998
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Point Barrow, Alaska and South Pole, Antarctica
Monthly Carbon Dioxide Concentrations : 1999 - 2002
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Questions
Part A

1. During what season is the monthly mean CO2 concentration greatest in Point
Barrow, Alaska?

2. If you were in the Southern Hemisphere, during what season would the
monthly mean CO2 concentration be greatest at South Pole, Antarctica?

3. Why do CO2 concentrations vary less at the South Pole than at Point Bar-
row?
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4. Why do scientists collect CO2 data at such remote isolated locations, such
as Alaska and Antarctica?

Procedure
Part B

1. Using the data from Table 6.2, plot the points corresponding to the annual
globally averaged annual mean CO2 concentration on the graph that follows.
Use a colored pencil to connect the points.

2. Using the data from Table 6.2, plot the points corresponding to the annual
globally averaged annual mean CH4 concentration on the graph that follows.
Use a different colored pencil to connect the points.

3. Calculate the rate of change for the annual globally averaged mean CO2
concentration. Use the following steps.

a. First, subtract the lowest CO2 concentration shown in Table 6.2 from the
highest concentration.

b. Next, subtract the oldest year in Table 6.2 from the most recent year, then
add 1 to account for the first year. As an example, if you have data from
1955 - 1975, subtract 1955 from 1975, which equals 20, then add 1,
which equals 21 years of data.

c. Now divide the concentration from your first subtraction in 3a by the result
of your calculation in 3b, the number of years you have data. The final
result is the rate of change in concentration per year.

d. Round off your result to the nearest tenth and enter it in the left box below
the graph and label with units.

4. Repeat the procedures in 3a through 3d to find the rate of change for the
annual globally averaged mean CH4 concentration.

5. Print a title in the space provided above the graph.

6. Draw a color-coded legend for your graph in the right box below the graph.
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Table 6.2.  Globally Averaged Annual Mean CO2
Concentrations (ppm) and CH4 Concentrations (ppb)

Globally Averaged Annual Mean CO2 Concentrations
(ppm) and CH4 Concentrations (ppb)
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Questions
Part B

1. What happened to the CO2 and CH4 concentrations between 1979 and
1999?

2. Does CO2 or CH4 show the greatest rate of change relative to each other?

Explain.
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3. Do these data alone support the idea of global warming?

Explain.

Conclusion

Review the problem stated on the first page and write a detailed conclusion
here and on the next page (if necessary).
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Adiabatic Temperature Change Warming or cooling of air that happens when air is
compressed or expands without heat being added
or subtracted.

Air Parcel An imaginary volume of air to which may be as-
signed any or all of the basic dynamic or thermody-
namic properties of the atmospheric air; often used
as a convenient tracer of air movement or atmo-
spheric processes.

Air Pressure The force per unit area exerted by the overlying
atmosphere.  Air pressure is measured by a barom-
eter commonly in units of millibars or inches of
mercury.  The barometer can track the changes in
air pressure.

Breaking Wave An advancing ridge or swell on the surface of a fluid
that eventually reaches it’s maximum peak and then
collapses.

Cardinal Direction Points The four principal compass points: north, south,
east, and west.

Celsius Temperature A temperature scale applied to pure water at stan-
dard atmospheric pressure, which is considered to
be at sea level.  Zero degrees is the freezing point
and 100 degrees is the boiling point.

Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) A group of chemicals used as propellants
for aerosol sprays in the production of
some plastics, as cleaning solvents, and
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in air conditioning and refrigeration equipment.
Chlorine atoms from CFCs are involved in the
removal of ozone from the stratosphere.

Climate The sum of all statistical weather information that
helps describe a place or region over a specific
period of time from months to centuries.

Clouds A visible collection of particles of condensed water
vapor (as liquid or ice) suspended in the atmo-
sphere.

Condensation The process by which water vapor undergoes a
change in state from a gas to a liquid.

Convection Bulk motion in a fluid that results in mixing.  It is an
important means of energy transfer.  In meteorology,
convection is a term that is generally applied to
atmospheric motions that are mostly vertical.

Dewpoint The temperature to which a given air parcel must be
cooled at constant pressure and constant water
vapor content in order for saturation to occur.

Diurnal Pertaining to actions or events that occur during a
twenty-four hour cycle, or recurs every twenty-four
hours.

Doppler Effect An apparent change in the frequency of light or
sound waves when the observer and the source are
in motion relative to each other.  As the source
approaches, the frequency increases; as the source
moves away, the frequency decreases.

Dry Adiabat On a thermodynamic diagram (sounding or skew-t
chart), a line that describes the temperature change
experienced by an unsaturated air parcel as it rises
or sinks.  As the parcel is moved vertically in the
atmosphere, it undergoes expansion and cooling
during ascent and compressional heating on the
descent.

El Niño Abnormal warming of the surface ocean waters in
the eastern tropical Pacific caused in part by a
suppression of wind-driven upwelling of cold water
along the equator and off the coast of Ecuador and
northern Peru.  An example of an El Niño induced
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weather change is heavy rainfall in the central Pa-
cific and the coastal regions of western South
America.

ENSO The term for the coupled ocean-atmosphere interac-
(El Niño/Southern Oscillation) tion in the tropical Pacific characterized by episodes

of abnormally high (El Niño) and low (La Niña) sea
surface temperatures in the equatorial and tropical
eastern Pacific; associated with large-scale swings
in surface air pressure between the western and
eastern tropical Pacific; the most prominent source
of inter-annual variability in weather and climate
around the world.

GPS (Global Positioning System) A network of earth orbiting satellites used for pre-
cise position finding in surveying and navigation.

Global Warming The most commonly cited example of this is the
gradual increase in global average surface tem-
perature.  The warming is concentrated near the
surface and does not extend through the tropo-
sphere.

Greenhouse Effect The process by which some of the heat radiated
from Earth’s surface is trapped and re-radiated
back to Earth by gases in the atmosphere.

Gregorian Calendar A calendar in general use introduced in 1582 by
Pope Gregory XIII as a revision of the Julian calen-
dar. It was adopted in Great Britain and the Ameri-
can colonies in 1752, marked by the suppression of
10 days, or after 1700 11 days, and having leap
years in every year divisible by four with the restric-
tion that centesimal years are leap years only when
divisible by 400.

Halo A narrow white or colored ring or arc around the sun
or moon.  Haloes are seen as light that is refracted
through an ice-crystal cloud or when the sky is filled
with falling ice crystals.

Heat A form of energy transferred from one body to
another when one body is at a higher temperature
than the other.  The mode of energy transfer can be
via radiation, conduction, or convection.
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Instability Refers to the potential for the atmosphere to support
deep vertical motions.  Signs of an unstable atmo-
sphere are a rapid decrease of temperature with
height (about 1° C per 100 meters of altitude as the
upper limit) and copious low-level moisture.

International System (SI) The internationally accepted and perhaps the most
readily understandable form of the metric system
whose fundamental units are the meter, kilogram,
second, ampere, Kelvin, and candela.

Isotherm A contour passing through points of equal tempera-
ture.

Julian Calendar A calendar introduced in Rome in 46 B.C. establish-
ing the 12-month year of 365 days with each fourth
year having 366 days and the months each having
31 or 30 days except for February which has 28 or
in leap years 29 days.

Kelvin Helmholtz Billows Clouds in a shallow layer affected by vertical wind
shear that exhibit wave motion.  Best viewed near
the horizon, these billows resemble water waves.
Over a few minutes, a series of cloud waves form: a
half dozen crests and troughs may appear.  These
waves  break in a manner similar to the way ocean
waves break near the shoreline.

La Niña An episode of strong trade winds and unusually
low sea surface temperatures in the central and
eastern tropical Pacific.  The direct opposite of El
Niño. La Niña and El Niño form extremes of the
ENSO cycle.

Lapse Rate The change of an atmosphere variable, usually
temperature, with height.  A steep lapse rate implies
a rapid decrease in temperature with height and is a
sign of instability.

Latent Heat The energy released or absorbed during a change
of state.  Condensation of water vapor releases
latent heat.  Evaporation of water requires heat.

Latitude Distance north or south of the equator measured in
degrees of arc.
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Longitude Distance east or west of the prime meridian, ex-
pressed in degrees of arc.

Marine Anything relating to the sea (ocean), whether it
be animals, fish, climate, ships, navigation, etc.

Meteorologist A scientist who studies the atmosphere and
atmospheric phenomena.

Meteorology The study of the atmosphere, its processes and
weather.

Millibar (mb) A pressure unit of 100 newtons per square meter,
convenient for reporting atmospheric pressure; one
millibar corresponds to 0.02953 inches of mercury,
another measure of pressure.

Montreal Protocol A landmark international agreement designed to
protect the stratospheric ozone layer.  The treaty
was signed in 1987 and amended in subsequent
years to strengthen the provisions.

The Montreal Protocol stipulates the conditions on
the production and consumption of compounds that
deplete the ozone in the stratosphere.  CFCs,
halons, carbon tetrachloride and metal chloroform
were to be phased out by 2000.

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
an agency within the United States Department of
Commerce.

Ocean-Atmosphere The system comprising the ocean and atmosphere.
The transfer of heat and moisture at the interface
between ocean and atmosphere has a strong
influence on weather and climate.

Oscillating Occurring or recurring at regular intervals.

Ozone An atmospheric gas containing three atoms of
oxygen (O3).

Partial Pressure In a mixture of ideal gases, the pressure exerted by
one of the gas species.
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Parts Per Billion (ppb) Units for expressing the amount of trace gas relative
to a total of a billion parts; a ratio of the volume of a
dissolved substance to the sum of the volume of
dissolved substance plus the volume of the dissolv-
ing substance.

Phytoplankton The photosynthetic plants floating in the waters of
seas, rivers, ponds, and lakes.

Precipitable Water Vapor The total mass of water vapor in a vertical atmo-
spheric column of unit area, or its height if con-
densed in liquid form.

Precipitation Any and all forms of water, liquid or solid, that fall
from clouds and reach the ground.  The amount of
fall is usually expressed in inches of liquid water
depth of the substance that has fallen at a given
point over a specified time period.

Radar An electronic instrument used to detect and com-
pute the distance to objects by reflecting radio
energy.  On certain frequency bands, radar can
detect precipitation and clouds and tell if the mois-
ture is moving toward or away from the radar.

Radar Reflectivity A measure of the amount of power emitted by the
radar that is returned to the radar by objects within
the radar beam.

Sensitive radars can detect motions in clear air,
especially if insects are in the air, carried by the
wind.  Sensitive radars can also detect clouds.
Precipitation is a target of great interest.  These
types of precipitation are detectable by weather
radars in order of increasing reflectivity:  drizzle,
snow, rain, thundershowers, and hail.

Rainbow A luminous arc featuring all colors of the visible light
spectrum (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and
violet).  It is formed by the refraction and reflection of
light in drops of water.  The bow is always observed
in the opposite side of the sky from the sun.

Radiosonde A small balloon-borne instrument package equipped
with a radio transmitter that measures vertical
profiles (soundings) of temperature, pressure, and
humidity in the atmosphere.
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Range Rings On radar images, concentric circles that represent
the distance from the radar antenna.

Rawinsonde A small balloon-borne instrument package equipped
with a radio transmitter that measures vertical
profiles (soundings) of winds (“rawin” - radio wind),
temperature, pressure, and humidity in the atmo-
sphere.

Relative Humidity The ratio of the amount of water vapor in the air at a
given temperature compared to the maximum
amount that could exist at that temperature, usually
expressed in percent.

Saturated Air Air that includes the maximum possible amount of
water vapor (relative humidity = 100%).  At that
point, the rate at which water molecules enter the air
by evaporation exactly balances the rate at  which
they leave by condensation.

Skew-T (sounding) Also known as skew-T/log p diagram.  A diagram
that allows one to plot a vertical profile of the tem-
perature, humidity, and atmosphere above a particu-
lar point on the earth’s surface.

Smog A naturally-occurring fog that is contaminated by
industrial pollutants - a mixture of smoke and fog.
Today, it is the common term applied to largely
urban air pollution, with or without the naturaly-
occurring fog.

Spectrum The entire range of wavelengths or frequencies of
electromagnetic radiation extending from gamma
rays to the longest radio waves and including visible
light.

Standard Air Pressure Atmospheric pressure at sea surface (mean sea
at Sea Level 1013 (mb) level) in a standard atmosphere.  It is defined as

1,013.25  millibars, 29.92 inches of mercury, or 14.7
pounds per square inch.

Note that the average pressure at sea level world-
wide is less than the standard pressure.

Stratosphere The atmospheric layer directly above the
troposphere that shows a slight increase
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in temperature with increasing altitude, low moisture
content, and near absence of clouds. Earth’s ozone
layer is in the stratosphere.

Supercell A severe thunderstorm characterized by a rotating
long-lived intense updraft.  Although not very com-
mon, supercells  produce a relatively large amount
of severe weather, in particular, extremely large hail,
damaging straight-line winds, and practically all
strong tornados.

TAO An array consisting of approximately seventy
(Tropical Atmosphere Ocean Project) moored ocean buoys in the tropical Pacific Ocean.

This array measures oceanographic and meteoro-
logical data in real time via satellite. The TAO array
is a major component of the global climate monitor-
ing system.

Temperature A measure of molecular motion of a substance.  It is
measured on an arbitrary scale from absolute zero,
where molecules theoretically stop moving.  In
surface observations, it refers primarily to the free
air or ambient temperature close to the Earth’s
surface.

Thermocline A region over which ocean temperature decreases
rapidly with depth. The principal thermoclines in the
ocean are either seasonal, due to heating of the
surface of the water in summer, or permanent.

Thunderstorm A local storm produced by a cumulonimbus cloud
and always accompanied by lightning and thunder.

TOGA Project A 10-year (1985-1994) international oceanographic
(Tropical Oceans - Global Atmosphere) and meteorological program to better describe,

understand, and predict El Niño, La Niña, and the
southern oscillation.

Tornado A violently rotating column of air that extends down-
ward from a cumulonimbus cloud and moves in a
narrow path along the ground.

Tropics (Tropical Climate) The region of the Earth between 23°27’N and
23°27’S latitudes; a climate zone with continually
high temperatures and considerable precipitation, at
least during part of the year.
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Tropopause The boundary zone or transition layer between the
troposphere and the stratosphere.

Troposphere The lowermost layer of the atmosphere in which we
live, where clouds and weather occur, and where
temperature ordinarily decreases with increasing
altitude.

Ultraviolet Radiation Electromagnetic radiation beyond the short wave-
length (violet) end of the visible light spectrum,
emitted from the sun.  It occupies that region of the
electromagnetic spectrum between visible light and
X-rays.

Upwelling The rising of cold, nutrient rich water toward the
surface from deep subsurface layers.

UTC (Coordinated Universal Time); also called Green-
wich Mean Time (GMT.) It is the standard time zone
that meteorologists use to synchronize events and
observations.  It is the same as standard time at the
0° meridian in Greenwich, England.

Velocity Radar (Doppler Radar) A weather radar used to detect the motion within a
storm relative to the radar, based on the Doppler
Effect; air approaching the radar causes an in-
crease in frequency, receding air causes a de-
crease in frequency.  It can detect rotary motion
within a storm, for example, a tornado.

Wave Amplitude Half the vertical distance between the trough and the
crest of a wave.

Wavelength The distance between a point on one wave and the
identical point on the next wave; for example, the
distance between two crests or two troughs.

Weather The state of the atmosphere with respect to heat or
cold, wetness or dryness, calm or storm, clearness
or cloudiness.

Weather Balloon A balloon that carries electronic equipment to relay
meteorological data to receiving stations on Earth; a
typical balloon, filled with helium, rises
from the surface to its maximum altitude in
about an hour.
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Weather Forecaster A person who tries to predict the weather using
principles of physics, computer models, and a
variety of statistical and empirical techniques.

Wet Adiabat On a thermodynamic diagram, a line that
describes the change in temperature of a saturated
air parcel as it is lifted in the atmosphere and under-
goes expansional cooling.

Wind Flowing air that is in motion relative to the Earth’s
surface and named after the direction from which it
blows.  For example, a “north” wind or “northerly”
wind is air moving from north to south.

Wind Direction The direction from which wind is blowing.

Wind Shear A change in direction and/or speed of the wind from
one point to another.  Vertical wind shear is men-
tioned most often:  this is a change of the wind
direction and/or speed with altitude.  Strong vertical
shear can cause turbulence that affects aircraft and
favors severe thunderstorm development when the
atmosphere is unstable.

Zenith The point which rises 90 degrees above all points
on an observer’s horizon. The point that lies directly
above an observer.

Zero Velocity (Radar) Air that has no velocity relative to the radar.
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